
 

 
 

 
Ms. Cheryl Probert    December 31, 2008 
Bridgeport Ranger District 
HC 62, Box 1000  
Bridgeport, CA 93517 
 
Electronically to: cprobert@fs.fed.us 
              Comments_intermtn-humboldt-toiyabe-bridgeport@fs.fed.us 
 
Regarding:  Bridgeport RD Route Designation Notice of Intent 
 
Dear Ms. Probert: 
 
On behalf of The Center for Biological Diversity (“Center”) and the Nevada Wilderness Project 
(“Project”), please accept the following comments on the Notice of Intent to Prepare an 
Environmental Impact Statement (NOI) associated with travel management on the Bridgeport 
Ranger District (“District”) of the Humboldt-Toiyabe National Forest. We appreciate the 
opportunity to work with the Forest Service to create a travel management plan that protects 
natural resources, minimizes user conflicts, and establishes a safe, affordable, ecologically 
sustainable, and enforceable motorized route system. 
 
The Center is a non-profit, public interest environmental organization dedicated to the protection 
of native species and their habitats through science, policy, and environmental law. The Center 
has over 200,000 members and on-line activists throughout Nevada and the United States. 
 
The Nevada Wilderness Project is a catalyst for wildlife habitat conservation, wilderness 
preservation, and smart development of renewable energy. The Project works on conservation 
issues affecting public lands in Nevada, and is a non-profit organization supported by donations 
and membership. Since 1999, The Project has successfully led statewide campaigns to designate 
more than 2.5 million acres as Wilderness, with another 500,000 acres of National Conservation 
Areas.  
 
We submit these comments on behalf of our members, activists, staff, and members of the 
general public who are interested in protecting native species and their habitats, quiet recreation 
activities, and Wilderness experiences on the Bridgeport Ranger District.   
 
As you will see in our detailed comments, we find the information provided in the “Scoping 
Document” and other materials provided on-line to be woefully inadequate for the district to be 
able to meet its requirements under the Travel Management Rule (TMR) and other Forest 
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Service Directives.  The materials provided also do not allow the interested public to be able to 
provide fully informed comments on what is being proposed.  We request that the district make 
all relevant information (including maps, route inventories, geographic information system (GIS) 
data, etc.) available to the public via the agency’s website at the earliest possible opportunity.  
Given that the most useful comments to the district are route and site-specific, we feel that the 
Forest Service should make a concerted effort to provide accurate, consistent, and useable data.  
Metadata should also be provided so public users can fully understand and interpret the 
information, and to ensure that all analyses are transparent and repeatable. 
 
We are particularly disappointed that it seems this NEPA will not be informed by detailed Travel 
Analysis.  It is clear from the TMR and related Manual and Handbook materials that travel 
analysis is to be used to develop proposals for changes to the existing travel management 
system, not simply additions to the existing system.  The TMR identifies a general need to 
“provide the minimum transportation system needed for safe and efficient travel by the public 
and for administration, utilization and protection of NFS lands.”  Travel Analysis is the key 
mechanism to accomplish this regulatory objective.  Travel analysis should be completed and 
documented in a report prior to the initiation of the NEPA process. 
 
We are concerned that the proposed action anticipates recognizing and adopting an additional 
300 miles of user-created roads and trails to the forest transportation system.  Many of these 
renegade routes are intrusive into Inventoried Roadless Areas and even the proposed Wovoka 
Wilderness Area.  Additionally, many routes penetrate into seclusion areas for big horn sheep 
and critical mule deer winter habitats.  Many threatened springs, seeps and riparian areas and 
some threaten imperiled plants. 
 
As part of our input we are including a table of roads and routes that we feel should be carefully 
evaluated for closure to motorized vehicles.  We request that the agency take this input into 
NEPA and prepare an appropriate alternative for evaluation.  We are willing to work with agency 
personnel on the development of this alternative if provided the opportunity.  Also, in Appendix 
A, we have included some selected photo documentation from our field work. 
 
Thank you for this opportunity to comment on this proposal and we look forward to continued 
opportunities for involvement as the process progresses. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
Rob Mrowka       John C. Tull, Ph.D. 
Nevada Conservation Advocate    Conservation Director 
Center for Biological Diversity    Nevada Wilderness Project 
 
Steve Pellegrini 
Concerned Citizen 

Center for Biological Diversity and Nevada Wilderness Project 
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CC: Jerry Ingersoll, Deputy Forest Supervisor  
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Detailed Comments 
 
The scope of this planning effort is inappropriately constrained 

 
In our view, travel planning must evaluate and address the environmental, social, and cultural 
impacts associated with both user-created routes and currently designated roads, trails, and 
areas, as identified through a science-based travel analysis. The purpose and need statement is a 
critical factor in setting up a proper analysis.  The purpose and need statement included with the 
NOI misses the mark because it overemphasizes the need to provide recreational motorized 
access, while de-emphasizing the suite of laws, regulations, and other guidance which apply to 
travel planning.   
 
We recommend that the district re-focus its approach and re-draft its purpose and need statement, 
as recommended below, to more accurately reflect the intent of the Travel Management Rule 
(TMR)1.  We suggest: 
 
The Bridgeport Ranger District has identified the following needs to be addressed in its 
travel planning effort: 

 
• the need to place a ban on cross-country travel and move to a system of 
designated roads, trails, and areas; 
• the need to address degradation of environmental, social, and cultural resources 
associated both with user-created unauthorized roads and trails and currently 
designated roads, trails, and areas, as identified through a travel analysis 
process2; 
• the need to, by way of a science-based analysis, identify the minimum road 
system needed for safe and efficient travel and for administration, utilization, and 
protection of National Forest System lands and identify roads that are no longer 
needed to meet forest resource management objectives and that, therefore, should 
be decommissioned; 

• the need to provide opportunities for motorized and non-motorized recreation 
within the carrying capacity of the land, including the minimization of damage to 
soil, watershed, vegetation, and other resources of the public lands, and also 
minimization of harassment of wildlife or significant disruption of wildlife 
habitats; 
• the need to provide for quiet recreational settings in all seasons of the year; 
• the need to adjust both the core transportation system and recreation travel 
network in light of funding limitations for maintenance, monitoring, and 
enforcement; and, 

                                                 
1 36 CFR Parts 212, 251, 261, and 295.  
2 Travel analysis is a comprehensive pre-NEPA analysis process designed to assess transportation needs and risks 
and inform the development of travel planning proposed actions.  The most current description of the Travel 
Analysis process can be found in the Forest Service Manual and Handbook revisions included in the recently 
published final directives for implementing the TMR. 
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• the need to address safety concerns, user conflicts, lost non-motorized 
recreational opportunities, and impacts to natural soundscapes that have arisen 
or might be expected to arise given recent trends in motorized use. 
 

The scope of analysis must not be limited solely to additions to the transportation system.  The 
district must also consider closures and/or changes to the existing system to address natural 
resource damage, user conflicts, available maintenance funding, etc.  The net result of travel 
planning should be a motorized route system which meets administrative and recreational needs 
in a fiscally and ecologically sustainable fashion.  It is important to remember that the TMR is 
not merely an off-road vehicle (ORV) rule, but rather applies to all public motor vehicle use on 
National Forest System (NFS) lands.   Proposals which fail to address the condition and 
affordability of the existing system are nearly certain to violate applicable regulations at 36 CFR 
212.5(b) concerning the identification of a “minimum system” and the setting of 
decommissioning priorities.  Accordingly, we strongly warn the district against proceeding with 
such a highly constrained travel planning process—continuing down this path will utterly fail to 
achieve stakeholder buy-in, and will likely result in contentious appeals, and potentially 
litigation. 
 
Legal requirements notwithstanding, we feel that travel planning provides an excellent 
opportunity for the district to evaluate its entire motorized travel management system and 
consider strategies to address persistent resource impacts, reduce motorized route density and 
fragmentation, eliminate road and trail redundancies, minimize user conflicts, and create large 
zoned areas dedicated to quiet recreational pursuits.  We stand ready to work with you in this 
effort. 
 
The Proposed Action does not meet the minimization criteria set forth in the ORV Executive 
Orders 
 
All current direction and authority that allow, restrict, and prohibit vehicle use off roads on 
National Forest lands are tiered from Executive Order (E.O.) 11644, signed by President Nixon 
in 1972, and modified by President Carter’s E.O. 11989 in 1977.   These executive orders should 
be the guiding principles for all decisions related to ORV use on the districts. The orders state 
that the route designation procedures “will ensure that the use of off-road vehicles on public 
lands will be controlled and directed so as to protect the resources of those lands, to promote the 
safety of all users of those lands, and to minimize conflicts among the various uses of those 
lands.”   In accomplishing this broad goal, the executive orders specifically require that the 
designation of motorized areas and trails shall be in accordance with the following: 
 

1) Areas and trails shall be located to minimize damage to soil, watershed, 
vegetation, or other resources of the public lands. 
2) Areas and trails shall be located to minimize harassment of wildlife or 
significant disruption of wildlife habitats. 
3) Areas and trails shall be located to minimize conflicts between off-road 
vehicle use and other existing or proposed recreational uses of the same or 
neighboring public lands, and to ensure the compatibility of such uses with 
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existing conditions in populated areas, taking into account noise and other 
factors. 
4) Areas and trails shall not be located in officially designated Wilderness 
Areas. 

 
We agree with the strong language above. ORV use should be permitted only where it does not  
interfere excessively with other recreational uses or damage natural resources. The districts 
should apply a rigorous science based set of criteria to their analysis, including a careful analysis 
of route additions proposed by others.  Any proposed action or project regarding the designation 
of a motorized route should, at minimum, follow the strict requirements of the executive orders. 
 
The Proposed Action, as currently written, is not properly informed by Travel Analysis 
 
The scoping document released in connection with the NOI states that the Bridgeport RD “recently 
completed an inventory of unauthorized routes on NFS lands and identified approximately 800 miles 
of unauthorized routes.”  The district subsequently “used an interdisciplinary process to conduct 
travel analysis that included working with the public to determine whether any of the unauthorized 
routes should be proposed for addition to the Bridgeport Ranger District transportation system in this 
proposed action.”  The process described above does not mesh with our understanding of Travel 
Analysis, or with the description of Travel Analysis included in the final directives for implementing 
the TMR.  
 
It is clear from the TMR and related Manual and Handbook materials that travel analysis is to be 
used to develop proposals for changes to the existing travel management system, not simply 
additions to the existing system.  The TMR identifies a general need to “provide the minimum 
transportation system needed for safe and efficient travel by the public and for administration, 
utilization and protection of NFS lands.”  Travel Analysis is the key mechanism to accomplish 
this regulatory objective.3   Travel analysis should be completed and documented in a report 
prior to the initiation of the NEPA process.  As part of travel analysis, the district is obligated to 
objectively screen routes through a set of criteria4 and to make these criteria available to the 
public.5  The findings of the travel analysis process should be made readily available to the 
interested public for their consideration during scoping.   
 
During the preparation of the Center’s input to the TMP NEPA for the Ely Ranger District we 
requested and received the existing roads analysis report for the forest.6   Analysis conducted at 
the forest scale is not adequate and sufficient to analyze and disclose the environmental 
consequences and cumulative effects at the district level.  In fact, the Roads Analysis Process 
(RAP) report states, “This Forest scale analysis provides a context for finer scale analysis units, 
such as watersheds, sets priorities for more detailed analysis and program planning and identifies 
issues requiring further work.”7  It also notes in its “Key Findings section that, “High levels of 
off-road vehicles on the Forest are causing significant (emphasis added) degradation to soil, 

 
3 36 CFR 212.5(b). 
4 36 CFR 212.55. 
5 36 CFR 212.52. 
6 “Roads Analysis Process 2003 Report, conducted by the HTNF, available on line at: 
http://www.fs.fed.us/r4/htnf/projects/forestwide/RAP2003/rapindex.shtml  
7 RAP, page 1. 

http://www.fs.fed.us/r4/htnf/projects/forestwide/RAP2003/rapindex.shtml
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water, biological, cultural and visual resources.”8  Further, it states, “Improved roads and new 
roads would increase use by off-highway vehicles and also increase off-road use.  This could 
impact sensitive habitats and species, increase sedimentation, create additional soil compaction, 
result in the introduction of non-native species and diminish wilderness (sic) character.”9 
 
Critically important is the fact that the RAP only addressed maintenance level 3, 4 and 5 roads, 
and not the potentially more damaging level 1 and 2 roads.   
 
By letter, the Center has requested that we receive any roads analysis reports done for TMP prior 
to scoping.10  We have not received any such report for the Bridgeport RD.  Without such an 
analysis, the district is placing itself in a precarious position to meet the requirements of its own 
directives and the intent of NEPA. 
 
One of the chief benefits of travel analysis is its potential to create more realistic public 
expectations of the travel planning process.  The disclosure of impacts associated with particular 
routes, combined with information on the availability of funds (or lack thereof) to maintain the 
system to standards identified in relevant RMOs and TMOs, is expected to lead to more 
reasonable travel planning proposals.  This is exactly what is meant by “informing” the travel 
planning process.  Unfortunately, many districts have skipped past this critical step, and tend to 
view travel planning as more of a “social negotiation” between those who desire more vs. less 
motorized access.  Severed from the analytical framework provided by comprehensive travel 
analysis, such planning efforts are doomed to fail. 

 
The District should use an appropriate baseline for comparing impacts 
 
The NOI states: 
 

The starting point for this project is the current forest road system and existing motor 
vehicle use restrictions and prohibitions. The no action alternative makes no change 
to the system, restrictions, or prohibitions. All user-created routes that are currently 
open would remain open to motorized vehicle use and cross country travel off those 
routes would continue to be allowed in areas where current restrictions do not apply.  

 
Although this conception of “no action” may be technically accurate in that it reflects the current 
situation, we are concerned that it may not represent the most useful baseline, since cross-
country will end as a result of TMR implementation, even if no additional routes are designated.  
In our experience, Forests which have adopted a “current condition” baseline which includes an 
allowance for cross-country travel have tended to describe all designation activities as a “net 
environmental positive,” thus rendering the analysis useless.  To remedy this tendency, we 
suggest that the district analyze an additional “no action” alternative limited to NEPA 

 
8 RAP, page 2. 
9 RAP, page 68. 
10 Letter to Mr. Jerry Ingersoll, Deputy Forest Supervisor from Rob Mrowka, Center for Biological Diversity, dated 
May 16, 2008. 
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documented routes,11 with no allowance for cross-country travel.  Comparing proposed route 
additions to this baseline provides a much more accurate picture of ongoing impacts related to 
motorized recreation. 
 
We are also concerned that the no action alternative may overstate the extent of the existing 
system.  An accurate accounting of the true extent of the current transportation system is a 
critical step in setting the appropriate baseline for analysis. We are concerned that a significant 
discrepancy may exist between what the Forest Service is calling its “system” and the routes 
which are supported by appropriate documentation.  We would expect the Forest Service to 
perform a comprehensive inventory of its past transportation decisions as part of Travel 
Analysis,12 but we have no knowledge whether or to what extent this has been done.   In order to 
ensure that all system routes actually belong on the system, we recommend that the Forest 
Service include a table identifying the specific documentation or evidence which supports the 
inclusion of all existing routes in the transportation system.  Such documentation would include 
NEPA analysis and decision documents, approval of Road Management Objectives (RMOs) or 
Trail Management Objectives (TMOs), or records establishing the expenditure of normally-
appropriated maintenance funds on a specific route.  Routes lacking such documentation should 
be marked accordingly. Any routes lacking documentation (including routes which were 
constructed or came into being before NEPA was enacted) should be analyzed as new 
unauthorized routes, in recognition of the fact that there is no record of administrative decision or 
analysis addressing the environmental impacts of motor vehicle use on these routes. 
 
Up to this point we have not asked the district to provide us with an exhaustive inventory of prior 
NEPA or other documentation for all of its existing routes.  However, as an interim step, we 
request that the Forest Service determine the “decision status” of all of the putative system routes 
that we have identified for closure or decommissioning in our route specific recommendations.  
 
The District should avoid adding unauthorized routes to the travel system 
 
The addition of new motorized routes to an already excessive route system can rarely be 
justified.  By legitimizing unauthorized user-created routes, the Forest Service would be sending 
a message to motorized users that lawless and reckless behavior is acceptable and will even be 
rewarded. This is the wrong message to be sending, especially at a time when the agency is 
working under the mandate of a national rule to rein in ORV abuse.  As Forest Service Chief 
Bosworth declared in 2003, unmanaged outdoor recreation – in particular motorized vehicle use 
– constitutes one of four principal threats to our National Forests.   
 
In addition, there are indications that current enforcement efforts are insufficient to minimize 
user conflict and prevent ongoing environmental impacts.  The Forest Service’s duty is to 
designate a system that is sustainable and can be managed and enforced. If enforcement funding 

 
11 NEPA documented routes would consist of all routes that are supported by prior NEPA analyses and decision 
documents that justify their inclusion on maps and in spatial databases, with enough information present in the route 
description to confirm the intention to manage the route for long-term use by specific categories of vehicles. 
 
12 Proposed FSH section 21.2 (2) (b) and (g): “For the part of the forest transportation system under analysis, 
produce an inventory of NFS roads and NFS trails [and] a summary of existing travel management decisions.”  
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and staffing are a problem now, we are skeptical that the situation will improve once new routes 
are added to the system. 
 
In consideration of these factors, it is imprudent for the district to consider the addition of new 
routes to the system at this time except in extremely limited, compelling circumstances (e.g., in 
order to protect or improve public safety or to re-route Forest users around sensitive or degraded 
lands that need time to heal). Instead, we urge the district to focus on identifying both 
unauthorized and system routes for closure and restoration while simultaneously stepping up 
enforcement on an ecologically sustainable network of roads and trails. 
 
The District should use a landscape approach when considering opportunities and cumulative 
effects 
 
Travel planning should utilize a landscape approach and take into account the wide variety of 
uses and users of the public lands. A landscape level approach can ensure that large areas of the 
Forest remain relatively quiet and undisturbed for the majority of forest users who enjoy public 
lands through hiking, backpacking, horseback riding, bird watching, canoeing, hunting, and 
fishing.  
 
The high-impact nature of off-road vehicle recreation (due to noise, pollution from two-stroke 
engines, and dust) extends far beyond the trail itself, diminishes the quality of the natural 
experience and often completely displaces non-motorized, quiet forest visitors. The travel 
planning process should not focus solely on ORV route designation, but on achieving a 
transportation system that minimizes conflicts between quiet and motorized recreation.  
 
Similarly, route designation should consider the direct, indirect, and cumulative ecological 
impacts of ORVs on the larger landscape, including watersheds, noise sheds, wildlife corridors, 
and core areas of protected habitat for wide-ranging, low-density, or disturbance-sensitive 
species. NEPA requires that the Forest Service evaluate “the impact on the environment which 
results from the incremental impact of the action when added to other past, present, and 
reasonably foreseeable future actions…result[ing] from individually minor but collectively 
significant actions taking place over a period of time.”  While the “responsible official may 
incorporate previous administrative decisions regarding travel management made under other 
authorities” this does not excuse the agency from analyzing the cumulative impacts of adding 
new routes.  Nor does it relieve the agency of its obligation to analyze indirect impacts caused by 
increased traffic on previously designated system routes following issuance of the Motor Vehicle 
Use Map.   
 
The agency should also consider the district in the context of the surrounding landscape, 
including other federal and private lands, and ensure there is compatibility with appropriate land 
uses outside the forest boundary.  The agency should evaluate the opportunities for undisturbed 
wildlife habitat, clean water, non-motorized areas, and natural quiet on lands outside of the 
Forest.  
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A landscape approach will help to answer questions such as: 
 

• Does the district provide opportunities that cannot be met on surrounding lands? If so, 
how do the proposed action and other alternative affect these opportunities?   

 
• How has the agency considered the impacts to non-motorized Forest users? Has the 

Forest established large zones for quiet recreation?  How will each alternative affect 
natural quiet throughout the Forest?  How will each alternative achieve the goal of 
minimizing user conflict across the landscape? 

 
• How will each alternative affect forest fragmentation?   How will each alternative affect 

core wildlife reserves?  
 
The District should design a system that is within the district’s capacity to manage and 
maintain while fulfilling its stewardship responsibilities 
 
The TMR mandates that the Forest Service consider “the need for maintenance and 
administration of roads, trails, and areas that would arise if the uses under consideration are 
designated; and the availability of resources for that maintenance and administration.”13

  The 
responsible official also must “monitor the effects of motor vehicle use on designated roads and 
trails and in designated areas.”14

    
 
The designation of ORV routes, therefore, must be compatible with the ability of the agency to 
monitor, enforce, and maintain that system. Considering the significant number and length of 
existing ORV trails, the Forest Service should refrain from designating routes that it will be 
unable to maintain, monitor, or patrol with its current budget and staff. The Forest Service should 
develop a specific monitoring plan (with specific measures and thresholds), a public education 
plan, a restoration plan, and a budget estimate for the annual implementation of the plan for the 
life of the plan for each alternative considered.  
 
The Forest Service should also provide a specific cost estimate for managing each transportation 
alternative and compare it to its current and projected budget. 
 
The TMR carries forward relevant language from the Executive Orders which requires 
minimization of damage to soil, watershed, vegetation, and other forest resources; minimization 
of harassment of wildlife and significant disruption of wildlife habitat; and minimization of 
conflicts between motor vehicle use and existing or proposed recreational uses of National Forest 
System lands or neighboring Federal lands, and conflicts among different classes of motor 
vehicle uses of National Forest system lands or neighboring Federal lands.15

  In its NEPA 
document the district should identify what specific criteria they are using to evaluate these 
minimization goals and address whether each of the alternatives analyzed achieves these 
minimization standards. 
 

 
13 36 CFR 212.55(a). 
14 36 CFR 212.57. 
15 36 CFR 212.55(b). 
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The District should protect listed and sensitive species of plants and animals and their habitats 
and protect big game winter ranges 
 
Roads and motorized trails fragment habitats, destroy or trample vegetation, add sediment to 
streams, destroy riparian habitats, invite the harassment of wildlife, disrupt animal movement 
patterns and interfere with an animal’s ability to hear and detect dangers and warning signals, 
cause direct mortality, and facilitate the rapid spread of invasive plant and animal species, to 
name a few common impacts. 
 
In their travel analysis process and subsequent NEPA planning the district should: 

• Identify and protect the locations of sensitive, threatened or endangered plant and 
animal species.  These should include species on federal, state and agency lists; 

• Identify and protect rare, fragile and unique vegetation types and ecosystems such 
as springs and seeps, bogs, riparian zones, meadows and alpine areas; 

• Buffer streams, ponds and lakes by at least 200 feet, and provide hardening or 
other mitigation measures at water and wetland crossings; 

• Avoid deer and big horn sheep winter ranges, or place in effect appropriate 
seasonal closures; 

• Limit open motorized road and trail densities in deer and big horn spring and 
summer ranges. Spring ranges are important for the deer and big horns to assure 
good nutrition in the last trimester of pregnancy for the adequate production of 
colostrums at birthing times. Fawns and lambs that get good nutrition at birth 
survive at much higher rates.  Summer ranges are important to the animals for 
acquiring the fat reserves they will need to see them through the breeding season 
and winter.  The ability of deer and sheep to properly utilize these ranges is 
severely compromised if they are harassed hindered by the presence of motorized 
vehicles;  

• Locate routes to avoid disturbance in fawning, lambing and nesting areas, or place 
in effect appropriate seasonal closures; 

• Identify and set levels of acceptable disturbance that are compatible with 
maintaining species viability or recovery. 

• Whenever possible, locate routes such that natural topography and vegetative 
cover provide visual and acoustic barriers; 

• Avoid placing new routes in areas with invasive species problems and close and 
restore routes that are already contributing to the spread of invasive species into 
un-impacted areas, or require that ORVs are cleaned and washed when leaving 
infested areas; and, 

• Implement procedures to inventory, control and monitor noxious and invasive 
plants along roads and motorized trails. 

 
The District should protect areas with special designations 
 
Areas with Congressional, state or administrative designations should receive special 
consideration and protection, both on national forest system lands and on lands bordering NFS 
lands. 
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• Wilderness and Wilderness Study areas should be buffered from roads and 
motorized trails to the extent necessary to guard against incursions and 
unauthorized motorized use. 

• New additions to the motorized transportation system should not be made in 
Inventoried Roadless Area (IRA).  All renegade and user-created trails must be 
closed and rehabilitated. 

• Existing roads in IRAs should be evaluated as to whether they are needed for the 
minimum road system and for their overall impacts on the environment. 

• Roads and motorized trails should not be created or designated open in 
Designated Special Areas or Research Natural Areas. 

• Areas identified for Primitive or Semi-primitive, non-motorized should be 
buffered from the impacts from roads and motorized trails, including noise.  In its 
TMP the district must provide for large areas, free from the clamor of motorized 
use for those seeking quiet forest uses. 

 
The District should tightly limit exceptions for dispersed camping and game retrieval 
 
In designating routes, the responsible official has some latitude to “include in the designation the 
limited use of motor vehicles within a specific distance of certain designated routes, and if 
appropriate within specified time periods, solely for the purposes of dispersed camping or 
retrieval of a downed big game animal by an individual who has legally taken that animal.”   In 
former Chief Bosworth’s memo entitled “Implementation of the Travel Management Rule,” he 
instructed officials to apply the rule “sparingly” rather than issue blanket exceptions. We oppose 
any broad exceptions that allow cross-country travel to camp or retrieve big game. These 
exceptions would make enforcement of authorized routes difficult if not impossible and would 
lead to wide swaths of impact, as motorized use would be authorized off the road and/or trail at 
any point along the route system. The Forest Service is finding it difficult to adequately 
maintaining the route systems currently in place, and allowing users to travel off of a route to 
access a camping spot or retrieve a big game animal would likely result in a proliferation of 
unauthorized routes and, therefore, create additional management difficulties. 
 
Permitting unrestricted cross-country travel to dispersed camp sites will create routes that are 
routinely and repeatedly used by motorized vehicles, leading to the creation of more routes. This 
will further exacerbate the problem of unmanaged motorized recreation on our public forest 
lands, damaging forest resources and diminishing the forest experience for non-motorized users.  
Aside from discrete areas formerly designated, by the agency through NEPA, as dispersed 
camping areas, we request that off-road/trail parking for the purpose of dispersed camping be 
limited to no more than two vehicle lengths from the edge of the road or trail surface, where it 
does not result in lasting damage to forest resources, and is not otherwise disallowed by forest-
specific plans or orders.  Any dispersed sites in riparian areas with motorized access should be 
appropriately hardened and designed to eliminate sedimentation and damage to wetlands and 
stream banks, and water quality. 
 
Although hunting is a legitimate use of Forest Service lands, allowing an exception to the ban on 
cross-country travel for big game retrieval will create enforcement problems and likely result in 
more user conflicts and resource damage. Additionally, permitting cross-country travel for big 
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game retrieval will increase motorized access to comparatively secure big game habitat, to the 
detriment of the big game species as well as other wildlife. It also interferes with the ability of 
other hunters to enjoy a quality hunt, and may lead to violations of fair chase ethics.  If the 
agency sidesteps its responsibility to close forests to cross-country travel by authorizing an 
exception, much of the problem that the TMR aims to fix will be allowed to continue.  
 
While we value the freedom to camp and hunt in national forests and want to maintain that 
freedom to the degree that it is sustainable, we do not feel restricting vehicles to designated 
roads, trails and areas will, in any way, dramatically affect the public’s ability to enjoy 
America’s public forest lands. Allowing cross-county travel for any reason, other than protection 
of life, property or specifically authorized, permitted special uses such as grazing improvement 
maintenance, is counter to the very notion of establishing a designated route network. We fear it 
will create a good deal of confusion among the public, confound ranger attempts at consistent 
enforcement and lead to an ever expanding network of motorized roads and trails across public 
forest lands. Consequently, we oppose exemptions for cross-country motorized travel for 
dispersed camping or retrieval of big game other than those stated above. 
 
 
Route Specific Recommendations for inclusion in an Environmentally Preferred 
Alternative 
 
Using on-the-ground knowledge, aerial photography and maps provided in the agency’s scoping 
package, we offer the following route specific recommendations for road and route closures.  
Because the agency did not provide a comprehensive travel analysis and list of inventoried roads 
and trails for use by the interested public, our comments are limited and likely incomplete.  The 
lack of a provided format, such as used on the Austin, Tonopah and Ely Ranger Districts also 
will make our input more difficult for the Agency to sort through and use.  It is our expectation 
that the Forest Service will utilize our comments and recommendations to develop an alternative 
for consideration under NEPA.  We would appreciate the opportunity to meet with you during 
the development of such an alternative. 
 
 
Road/Route 
Designation 

 Current Road 
Status 

 Agency Intended 
Use/Change 

Rationale for closure 

      
DCP 21  System  System Dead ends in IRA 
DCP 26  User  Motorized trail – all Dead ends in IRA; impacts to 

restoration of the Jackass Flat fire 
DCP26A  System  System Dead ends in IRA; impacts to 

restoration of the Jackass Flat fire 
42152  System  System Dead ends in IRA; impacts to 

restoration of the Jackass Flat fire; 
critical deer winter range; big horn 

habitat 
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42804  System  System Close at junction with U42804A; 
Dead ends in IRA; critical deer 
winter range; Lavin eggvetch 

(G1/G2, S1/S2) habitat. 
42778  System  System Close at junction with 427778C; 

Impacts to IRA 
42778C  System  System Dead ends in IRA; big horn 

habitat 
42778D  System  System Dead ends in IRA; big horn 

habitat 
42085  System  System Close at Forest boundary; dead 

ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42085A  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42302A  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42302C  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42302D  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42302E  System  System Redundant road 

U42302F  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42027E  System  System Impacts IRA; redundant road; 

critical deer winter range; big horn 
habitat 

42027F  System  System Impacts IRA; redundant road; 
critical deer winter range; big horn 

habitat 
U42025  User  Motorized trail – all Dead ends in IRA; critical deer 

winter range; big horn habitat 
DCP55B  User  Motorized trail – all Dead ends in IRA; critical deer 

winter range; big horn habitat 
DCP55C  User  Motorized trail – all Dead ends in IRA; critical deer 

winter range; big horn habitat 
DCP55J  User  Motorized trail – all Dead ends in IRA; critical deer 

winter range; big horn habitat 
42806  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42807  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 

42192A  System  System Redundant road 
42192C  System  System Redundant road 
42150  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 

U42150A  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42197A  System  System Dead ends in IRA 
32197  System  System Dead ends in IRA 
DH24  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
DH25  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 

DH27B  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
U32046T  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
U32046S  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
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U32046R  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
U32046P  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn 

habitat; Masonic Mountain 
jewelflower (G1/G2, S1/S2) 

habitat 
42154  System  ATV trail Close at junction with 42155 to 

avoid impacts to IRA 
42054  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 

WCN116  System  System Dead ends in IRA 
42145  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn 

habitat; potential impacts to spring
DH01  User  System Dead ends in IRA 
42137  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 

42137A  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42137B  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 

U42137D  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
WCN111  System  System Redundant road; Williams 

combleaf (G1/G2, S1/S2) habitat 
42861  System  System Close at junction with WC92; 

dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42861B  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42854A  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42854B  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42854C  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42854D  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 

U42031F  User  Motorized trail – all Bisects IRA; big horn habitat 
42031C  System  ATV trail Bisects IRA; big horn habitat 

WCN057  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in or bisects IRA; big 
horn habitat 

U42217A  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in or bisects IRA; big 
horn habitat 

WCN059  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in or bisects IRA; big 
horn habitat 

WCN058  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in or bisects IRA; big 
horn habitat 

WCN049  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in or bisects IRA; big 
horn habitat 

WCN049C  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in or bisects IRA; big 
horn habitat 

U42031E  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in or bisects IRA; big 
horn habitat 

U42372  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
U42372A  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
U42371C  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
WCN061  User  ATV trail Bisects IRA; big horn habitat 
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WCN065  User  Motorized trail – all Redundant; dead ends in IRA; big 
horn habitat 

WCN072  User  Motorized trail – all Redundant road 
U42053J  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
WCN144  User  Motorized trail – all Redundant; bisects IRA; not 

maintainable 
WCN143  User  ATV trail Bisects IRA; impacts to 

paleontological resources; 
encourages violation of existing 

closure area; big horn habitat 
Y15  User  ATV trail Bisects IRA 

42463  System  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
U42463J  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 

46464  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn 
habitat; potential impacts to spring

42101  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42463A  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42463D  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn 

habitat; potential impacts to spring
42463E  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42465A  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn 

habitat; potential impacts to spring
42853  System  ATV trail dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42193  System  System Close between 42141 and 42059B; 

bisects IRA; big horn habitat; 
potential impacts to spring 

42141  System  ATV trail dead ends in IRA and proposed 
Wovoka Wilderness; big horn 
habitat; habitat for Bodie Hills 

draba (G1/G2, S1/S2); potential 
impacts to prescribed burn 

recovery 
42141A  System  ATV trail dead ends in IRA and proposed 

Wovoka Wilderness; big horn 
habitat; habitat for Williams 
combleaf (G1/G2, S1/S2); 

potential impacts to prescribed 
burn recovery 

42059 and 
42193 
spurs 

 System  System Very heavy localized road 
densities – see if some could be 
closed and still provided needed 

mine access 
42123B  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn 

habitat; potential impacts to spring
42142  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
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42142A  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
U42133C  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
WCN029  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 

42769  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42769A  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42143  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn 

habitat; potential impacts to 
cultural resource sites 

42143A  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn 
habitat; potential impacts to 

cultural resource sites 
42144  System  System Impacts to IRA; big horn habitat; 

potential impacts to cultural 
resources 

U42769G  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn 
habitat; potential impacts to 

springs 
42785  System  System Close at junction with 42786A; 

impacts to Cottonwood Creek and 
Canyon; dead ends in IRA; big 

horn habitat 
42768  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn 

habitat; critical deer winter range 
U42765X  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
U42765Y  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42765K  System  System Close at junction with 42765N; 

dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42765L  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42765N  System  Motorized trail – all Close at junction with 42765A; 

dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42765P  System  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42764  System  System Close at junction with 42765H; 

dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42764B  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42764D  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
MH60  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 

42766B  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42765G  System  ATV trail dead ends in IRA; big horn 

habitat; critical deer winter range 
DH22A  User  Motorized trail – all Redundant; bisects IRA; big horn 

habitat; critical deer winter range 
U42028D  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn 

habitat; critical deer winter range 
U42472A  User  Motorized trail – all Dead ends in IRA 
U42472B  User  Motorized trail – all Dead ends in IRA 
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42161  System  ATV trail Dead ends in IRA; potential 
impacts to springs; habitat area for 

Wong’s pyrig (G1/G2, S1/S2) 
HS34  System  ATV trail Dead ends in IRA; potential 

impacts to springs; habitat area for 
Wong’s pyrig (G1/G2, S1/S2) 

42200  System  ATV trail Dead ends in IRA; potential 
impacts to springs; habitat area for 

Wong’s pyrig (G1/G2, S1/S2) 
U42520A  User  Motorized trail – all Dead ends in IRA 

HS29  User  Motorized trail – all Dead ends in IRA 
J42520B  User  Motorized trail – all Dead ends in IRA 
42520F  System  ATV trail Dead ends in IRA 
HS25  User  Motorized trail – all Is this route needed – seems 

redundant and adds to high road 
density; user created 

42179  System  ATV trail Critical mule deer winter range 
42200A  System  ATV trail dead ends in IRA; big horn 

habitat; critical deer winter range 
HS19  User   Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn 

habitat; critical deer winter range 
HS20  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn 

habitat; critical deer winter range 
HS22  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn 

habitat; critical deer winter range 
HS18  User  Motorized trail – all Dead ends in IRA 

412468A  System  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42177  System  System Dead ends in IRA 
HS12  User  Motorized trail – all Dead ends in IRA 
HS13  User  Motorized trail – all Dead ends in IRA 

U42531  User  Motorized trail – all Dead ends in IRA 
U42531A  User  Motorized trail – all Dead ends in IRA 
U42531B  User  Motorized trail – all Dead ends in IRA 
CH18 area     High road densities in this area – 

are they all needed? 
HS06  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 

U42529  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42058L  System  System Dead ends in IRA 
CH09  User  Motorized trail – all Dead ends in IRA 
CH10  User  Motorized trail – all Dead ends in IRA 
CH11  User  Motorized trail – all Dead ends in IRA 
42757  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 

U42757E  User  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
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42058F  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn 
habitat; critical deer winter range; 
habitat area for Mono buckwheat 

(G1/G2, S1/S2) 
42058U  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 

U42058Y  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42058E  System  System Redundant; habitat for Long 

Valley milkvetch (G1/G2, S1/S2) 
42026J  System  System Dead ends in IRA 
WF26  User  Motorized trail – all big horn habitat; critical deer 

winter range 
U42026X  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn 

habitat; potential impacts to spring
U42165A  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn 

habitat; Masonic Mountain 
jewelflower (G1/G2, S1/S2) 

habitat 
42167A  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42654  System  ATV trail dead ends in IRA; big horn 

habitat; riparian concerns 
WF12  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn 

habitat; riparian concerns 
WF12A  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn 

habitat; riparian concerns 
42751  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn 

habitat; riparian concerns 
42751A  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
WF15  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn 

habitat; riparian concerns 
42109  System  System Close at IRA boundary; dead ends 

in IRA; big horn habitat; riparian 
concerns; habitat area for Wassuk 

beardtongue (G1/G2, S1/S2) 
42058A  System  System Redundant; dead ends in IRA; big 

horn habitat 
42058B  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42058P  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42058R  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
MH41  User  Motorized trail – all dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
MH71  User  Motorized trail – all big horn habitat; area already has 

high road density 
MH72  User  Motorized trail – all big horn habitat; area already has 

high road density 
MH73  User  Motorized trail – all big horn habitat; area already has 

high road density 
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MH75  User  Motorized trail – all big horn habitat; area already has 
high road density 

42761C  System  System dead ends in IRA; big horn habitat 
42216  System  Motorized trail – all Close between 42058V and 

42192; 
Bisects IRA; big horn habitat; 
potential impacts to springs 

42216A  System  Motorized trail – all Redundant; potential impacts to 
IRA; big horn habitat 

42216B  System  Motorized trail – all Redundant 
42059  System  Motorized trail – all Close between 42059A and 

42059B; impacts to IRA; big horn 
habitat 

42059A  System  ATV trail Impacts to IRA; big horn habitat; 
not needed with other closures 

suggested 
42191  System  ATV trail Impacts to IRA and riparian 

42050D  System  ATV trail Impacts to IRA; big horn habitat 
DCP42  User  Motorized trail – all Dead ends in IRA; big horn 

habitat; (how can it be a motorized 
trail for all if accessed by 42050D 

which will be an ATV trail?) 
U42051  User  Motorized trail – all Dead ends in IRA; big horn 

habitat; (how can it be a motorized 
trail for all if accessed by 42050D 

which will be an ATV trail?) 
S10  Abandoned 

highway 
 System Redundant 

S09  User  Motorized trail – all Redundant; not needed 
S11  User  Motorized trail – all Redundant; not needed 

U42771D  User  Motorized trail – all Redundant 
32226  User  Motorized trail – all Impacts to sensitive alpine habitats 

and associated species; bisects 
IRA and area with strong 

Wilderness potential 
32007 and 
associated 
side roads 

 System  System Dead ends in 
recommended/proposed 

Wilderness; violates Forest Plan 
by coming closer than 200 feet to 
Leavitt Lake; impacts to riparian 

and riparian species 
XDP026  System  System Impacts to adjacent Hoover 

Wilderness Area; bisects IRA; 
impacts to riparian and big horn 

habitat 
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DP026  User  Motorized trail – all Impacts to adjacent Hoover 
Wilderness Area; bisects IRA; 

impacts to riparian and big horn 
habitat 

      
 
 
 

 
 



Appendix A:  Examples of Existing Conditions Encountered During Field 
Reconnaissance 
 
 
Wilson Canyon Area 
 

                  
Hill climbs east of 42772C    Ridge routes east of 42772C 
 

     
  Ridge routes east of 42772C   “Play area” along proposed WCN143.  This area 
      is also rich in paleontological resources. 
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Ineffective closure and enforcement  Ineffective closure and enforcement 
 

 
              Impacts in existing closure area 
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Bald Mountain/Wovoka Proposed Wilderness 
 

 
Portion of prescribed burn on top of Bald Mountain susceptible to damage 
from off-road vehicles.  Route is 42141 proposed to remain as an ATV trail. 
 

 
Flat terrain poses threat from off-road vehicles.  Bald Mountain is 
Home for Mono Basin sage grouse and several imperiled plants. 
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via proposed trail 42141. 



Roads 42142 and 42142A 
 
Both roads are said to be on the system and are proposed to remain as system roads. 
No information was provided as to the appropriate maintenance level. 
Both dead end on Inventoried Roadless Areas and in big horn sheep range. 
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Road 42123B – road above Twin Springs 
 
This road is currently a system road and is proposed to remain as one. 
No information was provided as to the appropriate maintenance level. 
It dead ends in an Inventoried Roadless Area and is in big horn sheep range. 
There are potential impacts to riparian and spring habitats. 
 

 
  Allotment fence has been cut. 
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Roads 42143 and 42143A (similar to 42144 and many other in this area) 
 
These roads are all currently on the system and are proposed to remain as such. 
No information was provided as to the appropriate maintenance level. 
These roads dead end in Inventoried Roadless Areas and big horn sheep range. 
They also provide access to vulnerable cultural resource sites. 
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Wichman Spring area and road U42769G 
 
Roads in this area are user-created and are proposed to be placed on the system as “motorized 
trail all vehicles”.  They dead end in Inventoried Roadless Areas and big horn sheep range.  
There are potential impacts to springs and watersheds. 
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Road 42785 and others above Paralde Spring and into Cottonwood Canyon 
 
These roads are all currently on the system and are proposed to remain as such. 
No information was provided as to the appropriate maintenance level. 
These roads dead end in Inventoried Roadless Areas and big horn sheep range.  There are 
potential impacts to springs and watersheds in general. 
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